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Application: n/a Township: Heywood Ward: North Heywood 

Appeal Reference APP/P4225/C/21/3276461 Decision level: Committee 
Site Address:  39 Wilton Grove, Heywood, OL10 1AS 
Alleged Breach: The breach of planning control is operational development comprising 
the installation of an amateur radio aerial attached to a lawful mast. 
Background: Planning permission for a large ‘H’ shaped aerial was refused in 2017 and 
following negotiations a revised design was approved by Planning & Licensing 
Committee in April 2019. The owner subsequently installed a larger aerial than was 
approved (250% larger by volume) and in line with the development not being in 
accordance with the Committee’s decision enforcement action was pursued. 
Applicant: Mr Paul Horrox Agent: Philip Barton 

Planning Inspectorate Decision: 5th November 2021 – Appeal allowed, costs refused.  

 The Enforcement Notice was issued in May 2021. 
 The Notice required the following within four months: 

a) Remove the unauthorised aerial in its entirety; OR, 
b) Install the aerial in accordance with planning permission 18/01411/HOUS. 

 The appellant appealed under the following grounds: 
 (a) that planning permission ought to be granted for the development, 
 (b) that the breach alleged in the Notice has not occurred as a matter of fact, 
 (c) that the matters in the Notice do not constitute a breach of planning control, 
 (f) That the steps in the Notice required to remedy the breach are excessive. 
 Grounds (b) and (c) were dismissed by the Inspector as there was no doubt an 

aerial had been installed, and at 250% greater by volume it could not be 
described as a minimal variation on what was approved. 

 Ground (a) appeal was allowed and permission was granted as although the 
Inspector noted the aerial was a ‘substantial size’ he also stated it ‘is of 
essentially the same design and construction as that which was permitted’. 
Overall he ruled that it ‘does not appear to me to have an unduly more harmful 
impact on the outlook from the two adjacent dwellings and nor does it appear 
significantly more overbearing than that which was approved’. As the ground (a) 
appeal was allowed there was no need for the Inspector to consider ground (f). 

 Costs were refused as an early review of the case did not constitute inconsistent 
decision making by the Council, whilst the long delay in issuing the notice was 
understandable in the unusual circumstances of the pandemic. 


